PHILLIPS Auto-Dump Buckets

Our patented PHILLIPS Auto-Dump Bucket will increase efficiency and reduce the cost of handling almost any loose industrial material.

All operations are handled by the crane man. It cannot be dumped in midair or dumped accidentally.

No need now to compromise safety with buckets equipped with manual latches, or arranged for chain sling handling. PHILLIPS Auto-Dump Buckets are locked - both sides - to prevent twisting of body or bail assemblies. The patented locking elements are strong, simple and safe to insure positive operation. Many sizes and dimensions are available to suit your exact requirements.

Stacking lugs are optional so that units can be stacked with bail in horizontal position.

Available in four series:
- Junior - max. specific gravity of 87 lbs./cu. ft.
- Standard - max. specific gravity of 175 lbs./cu. ft.
- Mill - max. specific gravity of 350 lbs./cu. ft.
- Custom - built to your specs., and for capacities larger than 4 cu. yds.
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PHILLIPS Dump Buckets are made to last in the most demanding environments. Choose from our standard models, or we can build to your exact design, size and weight requirements!

Our history was forged in the mines and the steel mills of America. This inherent ruggedness is in all the product that we manufacture.

Shown here are various styles of scrap buckets manufactured by PHILLIPS Mine & Mill Inc. These include multiple designs of our self dumping Auto Dump bucket, bottom discharge box style buckets and round furnace charging buckets.

LET US DESIGN ONE TO SUIT YOUR EXACT REQUIREMENTS AND DIMENSIONS.
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